University Writing Center
Why Visit the Writing Center?

• Every writer deserves a good reader!

• Writing is a process

• We improve by practice
What We Do & Who We Are

• One-on-one feedback through conversation

• Any point in the writing process

• Peer consulting
When to Visit

• It’s never too early, and rarely too late!

• Visit early and visit often

• Give yourself enough time to consider suggestions and make changes
How to Visit & What to Bring

• Appointments or drop-in sessions

• Prepare for your session!
  1. copy of your draft so far
  2. copy of the assignment sheet
  3. any feedback you’ve already received
  4. main questions/concerns
QUESTIONS?

• Check out our website: writingcenter.uncg.edu

• Email us: askthewc@uncg.edu

• IM during our open hours through our website

We hope to work with you soon!